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The bloodline continues...BLOOD OF A
SERIAL KILLER by Jams N. RosesIts
only natural for Benny Jones to want to
know more about the father he never met.
Hes turning eighteen and his doting
mother, Eve, can no longer put off
answering his questions with the excuse
that
he
is
too
young
to
understand.Discovering whose genes he
carries, Benny grasps why he has behaved
the way he has in recent times and is
intrigued to learn more about the darker
side of his family. He has many questions,
and his grandmother Lily Green, once
known as the notorious killer The
Phantom, lives on in a mental hospital not
far from home and she could supply the
answers.The corpses pile up as Benny
discovers his purpose in life...
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than this! . very physical, something within the genes, or the strangest of upbringing.
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